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sewing patterns

green bee

Vintage Valentine



Take a simple hugs and kisses block

         a circle applique
&

and create a vintage valentine quilt!



CUT

1. For one block, take a 10 1/2” square of 
background fabric, and cut it 
in half on the diagonal.

Cut one 6”x1 1/2” strip of background fabric.

Cut strips from assorted red or pink prints 1 1/2” 
wide by at least 6” long. Each block requires 
2 strips.

Use juice, wine or drinking glasses to create 
the “o” applique shapes. Trace one larger circle
onto the applique paper, then trace a smaller
circle inside the first. 
To create each applique-
Trace one larger circle onto the applique paper,
then trace a smaller circle inside the first.  
Fuse the web to the back of your aqua or green 
fabric, cut out the outer circle shape, cut away 
the inner circle.

SEW

1. Sew each of the red/pink strips to one 
background rectangle at the short ends.

2. Matching the center of the long side of the triangle and the approximate center of the long
edge of the background rectangle sew the pieced strips to one background triangle.

 

3. Repeat step 2 and sew the remaining 
background triange to the pieced strip.



4. Press the seams towards the background triangles.
Cut away the excess red/pink print strips using a square
ruler and a rotary cutter. cut

ruler

cut

ruler

5. Assemble each row of blocks as shown, take care to line up the x’s. (Shown below is a 
4 block by 4 block example, you can makle your quilt any size!)

! Block should be 10 3/4” after trimming !



6. After assembling all of the blocks for your quilt, fuse the “o” appliques in place by centering an
applique over the intersection of four background triangles. Stitch in place using your favorite machine
applique stitch.

I hope you enjoyed this pattern! 
For more inspiration and patterns 
visit www.greenbeepatterns.com

Happy Quilting!

Alexia

7. Quilt and Bind as desired.


